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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

4710-3220-89-1 

CRITICALITY SAFETY EVALUATION FOR 
INCREASING THE TMI-2 SAFE FUEL MASS LIMIT 

In the early stages of the TMI-2 cleanup activities. analyses were 
performed to establish limits on the amount of fuel debris that could 
collect In any plant component without posing a criticality safety 
concern <Reference 1>. The significant assumptions used In the analysis 
Included a fuel enrichment of 3t u235, unborated water reflection and 
moderation and a maximum fu�l rod diameter of 0.4 Inches. The 3t 
enrichment corresponds to the unburned condition of the highest enriched 
batch 3 fuel. The unburned enrichments for the other fuel batches at 
TMI-2 were batch I <I.e . •  1.9at> and batch 2 <I.e., 2.64t>. 

Based on the compilation of data presented In Reference 2, Reference 1 
reported that the minimal critical mass for unborated water reflected and 
moderated 3t UOz fuel rods of a maximum diameter of 0.4 Inches was 
93 kg of UOz. A factor of safety of approximately 75t was then 
applied, thus. establishing the criticality safe fuel mass for the TMI-2 
defuetlng operations at 70 kg. This limit provided the criterion for the 
maximum amount of fuel which could collect In an Isolated unit and remain 
subcrltlcal regardless of what other parameters changed. This limit has 
been applied to the various defuellng activities unless It was 
demonstrated by a specific evaluation that a larger mass would be 
maintained subcrltlcal. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the present evaluation Is to develop a refined safe fuel 
mass limit for use at TMI-2 during the remaining defuellng activities and 
In evaluating long-term storage conditions <I.e . .  Post-Oefuellng 
Monitored Storage, Mode 4). This limit Is developed based on more 
realistic and, consequently, less conservative assumptions than those 
used In the Reference 1 analyses. Justification for using these less 
conservative assumptions Is provided by the significant data that have 
been collected from debris samplings. video Inspections. and other 
defuellng data which were unavailable at the time of the Reference 1 
analyse>. These data provide a better understanding of the accident 
scenario and the actual debris configuration and composition, thus. 
permitting a refined and more realistic modelling of the fuel debris. 

1.3 Criterion for Allowable Fuel Mass 

The criterion used to establish the acceptability of a quantity of fuel 
Is that the calculated neutron multiplication <Kerr> did not ewceed 
0. 99, Including a computer code uncertainty bias. This acceptance 
criterion Is consistent with the previous licensing basis for the RCS 
during defuellng <References 3, 4, and 5>. 
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2.0 MODELLING 

2.1 Geometrical Considerations 

The safe generic fuel mass limit model developed for this evaluation Is 
sho�n In Figure 1. As noted from this figure, the Innermost region cf 
the model consisted of a mixture of unborated �ater and fuel debris. A 
spherical geometry was chosen In an effort to minimize the surface area 
to volume ratio, thus. maximizing the neutron multiplication. 
Surrounding the fuel region �as an effectively Infinitely thick 
<approximately 12 Inches> unborated �ater reflector. The radius of the 
Innermost region �as varied until the calculated K e ff <Including a 2.54 
�k uncertainty bias; see Section 3.2> reached the l icensing limit of 
0.99. 

2.2 Fuel Hodel 

As �lth previous criticality safety analyses for THI-2 <References 3, 4, 
and 5>. the fuel �as represented as a homogeneous medium for which the 
neutronlc data corresponded to a dodecahedral lattice structure of 
spherically shaped fuel pellets. The composition of the fuel was assumed 
to be THI-2 average fuel <I.e., the homogeneous mixture of the three fuel 
batches>. This homogeneous mixing of three fuel batches Is considered 
conservative as defuellng data Indicates that most of the batch 3 fuel 
<at least approximately 654> has been removed from the Reactor Vessel. 
Consequently, any remaining fuel Is expected to consist primarily of 
batches 1 and 2 fuel. A more detailed justification for the homogeneous 
mixture Is provided In Reference 5. 

As �lth the Reference 5 analyses. burnup effects were considered In all 
three fuel batches. In each fuel batch. the effects of uranium 
depletion, fissionable plutonium generation, and rare earth fission 
product production were considered. The procedure used for the 
quantification of batches 1 and 2 burnup was similar to that previously 
used for the batch 3 fuel <see Qeference 3> using the actual ewposure 
histories for batches I and 2. The result of this Incorporation of the 
burnup produced a net u235 enrichment of 2.244 for the homogeneous 
mixture. The composition of the fuel used In the analysis Is provided In 
Table I .  

The equivalent of standard full-sized fuel pellets �ere used for the fuel 
particle size. Additional evaluations �ere performed �lth smaller fuel 
particle sizes to assess the conservatism associated �lth assuming full 
pellets. It Is recognized that fuel particle sizes greater than the 
standard pellets can exist due to fuel melting. However, sample data 
have sho�n that It Is not credible that these particles will be pure 
U02 <References 6 and 7>. The composition of this resolidified fuel 
material �Ill also Include Impurities <e.g., zlrcaloy, Iron. boron, 
etc.> Previous studies have shown that such Impurities �Ill result In a 
reduction In K00 when compared to standard size fuel pellets <see 
Reference 5>. Consequently, It �as considered appropriately conservative 
to use standard size fuel pellets. 
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For conservatism, unborated water was assumed for the moderating medium. 
The fuel volume fraction <V� used for all analyses In this evaluation 
corresponded to optimum�- �··atlon for an Infinite lattice of the fuel 
pellets <VF-0.28>. Additionally, no credit was taken for any Impurities 
that e•lst In the fuel debris <e.g., control rod and structural material>. 

2.3 Conservatlsms 

In the development of the criticality safety model for this evaluation, 
conservative assumptions were utilized. These conservatlsms Include: 

o Unborated water, In an optimal ml•ture �lth fuel debris, was 
assumed for the moderating medium. 

o No credit was taken for the large amount of structural and solid 
polson materials existing In the debris. 

o The equivalent of full standard sized fuel pellets was utilized. 

o A spherical geometry, which minimizes the ratio of surface area to 
volume, thus maximizing Keff· was utilized. 

o The fuel was represented as THI-2 average fuel <homogeneous ml•ture 
of all three fuel batches> which sample data has supported as being 
conservative. 

o An effectively Infinite water reflector was assumed. 

3. 0 RESULTS 

3.1 Allowable Masses 

The results of the analyses performed for this evaluation are shown In 
Table 2. Each of the reported masses repre�ents the amount of UOz of 
the corresponding particle size which, when moderated with unborated 
water <VF-0.28>. will result In a calculated Keff of 0.990 <Including a 
2.5t Ak uncertainty bias>. These results are also provided graphically 
In Figure 2. Based on these results. a maximum al.lowable fuel mass of 
140 kg Is adopted 

The standard sized fuel particle case was performed by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory <ORNL> using the computer program XSORNPH <Reference 8> and 
was reported In Reference 9. The results presented for particle sizes 
less than the standard size pellets were developed by Incorporating 
ORNL-provlded Kco data for smaller particles In near optimum r.�deratlon 
conditions Into hand calculations employing the age-diffusion theory 
equations <Reference 10>. Though these hand calculations are 
appro\imate. the results clearly Indicate that the allowable fuel mass 
significantly Increases as particle size decreases. 

One of the most obvious results of the analyses Is that the maximum 
allowable fuel limit (140 kg based on fuel pellet particle size> 
essentially doubles the 70 kg limit that was established In Reference 1. 
ftlthough a different analytical technique was u�ed to develop the Initial 
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70 kg value, the maln reason for the Increase In the amount of allowable 
fuel In the current evaluation Is that the net u235 enrichment In the 
current evaluation <2.241> was lower than the Reference 1 enrichment 
<31>. Two factors contributing to this lower enrichment were the assumed 
mixing of the three fuel batches <even though most of batch 3 fuel has 
been removed from the vessel> along with the Incorporation of fuel burnup 
effects In all three fuel batches. As stated previously, the burnup 
effects Incorporate selected fission products, some of which are strong 
neutron absorbers. 

The refined analytical technique used In the present evaluation did not 
significantly contribute to the difference In the allowable mass. The 
Keff criterion established for the present evaluation <0.99 Including a 
2.51 �k uncertainty bias> yields an allowable mass that Is 
approximately 751 of the minimum critical mass In this case. The 
criterion for allowable mass In the former evaluation was 751 of the 
minimum critical mass for that case. 

3. 2 Computer Code Benchmarking 

In Reference 3, an analytical uncertainty bias of 2.51 �k. Including 
the KENO V.a <Reference 11> statistical uncertainty, was established as 
an appropriate value for the highly borated systems being Investigated In 
that report to define a safe Loran concentration for the TMI-2 defuellng 
program. Uncertainty values reported In the literature for unborated 
systems have been shown to be somewhat lower than this value <Reference 
12>. Consequently, the 2.51 �k value Is considered conservative for 
the criticality safety analyses provided In this evaluation. This bias 
Is also considered acceptable and applicable for the XSDRNPH analyses 
performed In this evaluation since previous analyses <References 3 and 4> 
demonstrate the good agreement between the results generated by these 
codes. 

4.0 CONCLUSIOPlS AND LIMITATIONS 

The results of this evaluation have been utilized to develop the 
following fuel debris limit. For Isolated accumulations of fuel debris 
<I.e., those accumulations for fuel that will remain physically and 
neutronlcally decoupled from other fuel accumulations> a maximum of 
140 kg can exist without posing a criticality safety concern. 
Consequently, the safe fuel mass limit for these accumulations Is 
Increased to 140 kg. Fuel accumulations are considered neutronlcally 
decoupled If the equivalent of 12 Inches of water separates the 
accumulations <Reference 13.> 

The above conclusion Is not considered applicable In cases where the fuel 
debris Is surrounded by a thick lead reflector <e.g., the shipping cask>. 
as under certain conditions lead can be a better neutron reflector than 
unborated water. In such cases, separate evaluations will be performed. 
Additionally, separate evaluatlo�s will be performed If It Is determined 
that the Reacto1 Vessel contains areas that have fuel quantities that 
exceed the limitations of thls report. 
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ISOTOPE 

U-235 

U-238 

0-16 

Pu-239 

Pu-240 

Pu 241 

Sm-149 

Sm-151 

Eu-151 

Eu-153 

Eu-154 

Eu-155 

TABLE 1 

FUEL MODEL COMPOSITION 

NUMBER DENSITY 
<ATOMS/BARN-CM> 

5.21 E-04 

2.25 E-02 

4.60 E-02 

4.01 E-05 

2.00 E-06 

2.49 E-07 

1.01 E-07 

1.79 E-07 

8.20 E-09 

1.32 E-07 

4.51 E-09 

6.12 E-09 

NOTE: Only the more significant Isotopes are listed above. 
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TABLE 2 

ALLOWABLE FUEL MASSES FOR VARIOUS FUEL PARTICLE SIZES 

SPHERICAL FUEL PARTICLE DIAMETER 
CCH> 

1.07 <standard pellet> 

1.00 

0.75 

o.so 
0.40 

0.30 

0.20 

0.10 

0.00 <fully homogenous> 

-10-

ALLOWABLE HASS 
<KG> 

141 

142 

149 

157 

164 

170 

178 

188 

198 
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FIGURE 1 

FIGURE 1: GENERIC SPHERE MODEL 

Note: 
For full pellet case the radius of Inner 
fue 1/woter reQton Is 22. 1 c11. the outer 
rocfus Is approximately 53 em. 
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